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Subject: WSR Contact Email
From: lkaiser8@sbcglobal.net
Date: Sun, Feb 17, 2008 4:35 pm
To: info@websportsradio.com
FirstName: Loretta
LastName: Kaiser
comments: Congrats to the Ice Bears on their Macha Gold Div.Championship and to the Silver Team for their
hard fought game. Dan and Steve, you do an excellent job. We enjoyed listening to the broadcasts. WebSports
Radio was the only place we could get up-to-the minute scores. 1st class job!
SIUE fans
email: lkaiser8@sbcglobal.net
submit: Submit
----------------------------------------------------------------This e-mail was generated from a form submission on your website:
websportsradio.com
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Subject: WSR Contact Email
From: cgraphic4@yahoo.com
Date: Mon, Feb 18, 2008 10:35 pm
To: info@websportsradio.com
FirstName: Doug
LastName: Winter
comments: Great job on the Silver Division Championship game.
You guys are truly a class act, your coverage of the game was really straightforward and fair...more than what
can be said for the officials of that game.
Where did they find those guys?
I cannot believe the blunders of officials in that game.
At least you could see the game, that they didn't.
sincerly
a Bearcat fan
email: cgraphic4@yahoo.com
submit: Submit
----------------------------------------------------------------This e-mail was generated from a form submission on your website:
websportsradio.com
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Subject: Form Submission
From: goveach@yahoo.com
Date: Sat, Dec 08, 2007 11:45 am
To: info@websportsradio.com
FirstName: Glenn
LastName: Veach
comments: Guys. I am a KU fan (and father of the KU Associate coach Timon Veach). I just want to say what a
great job you do on your broadcast. It is one of the most professional broadcasts I have heard this year as I
have been following the Jayhawks as they travel.
Thanks for the broadcast and your great work.
email: goveach@yahoo.com
submit: Submit
----------------------------------------------------------------This e-mail was generated from a form submission on your website:
websportsradio.com
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Subject: WSR Experience
From: SchlobohmB@aol.com
Date: Fri, Jun 02, 2006 10:02 pm
To: info@websportsradio.com

Dan and Steve - I wanted to take a minute and tell you how much my family enjoyed following
the Ice Bear’s games on Web Sports Radio this past season. I knew the transition from high
school to college hockey was going to be hard. (On me!) I had coached my son’s teams since he
was a squirt and probably hadn't missed but a few of his games in all those years. You made the
transition much, much easier!
Although we were able to attend several of the Ice Bears games this year having the ability to
listen to the games we couldn't attend was a wonderful experience. It brought back memories of
when I was a kid and our family used to gather around the radio to listen to a baseball game or
a heavyweight bout. Instead we gathered around the Dell!
As much as I love to attend a game in person or view a sporting event on TV. Listening to games
on the radio is a unique experience that in some ways is more rewarding.
I found your broadcasts to be very professional and I can say without hesitation that you exceeded
my expectations. Your ability to involve the coaches and players in your broadcasts added more
to the overall experience and we are appreciative of their willingness to participate and the
insights they provided.
I know a lot of people in the St. Louis hockey community. Several have kids playing in other
college programs and I can assure you that envy is the right word to describe their feeling
about my families ability to follow our son and his teammates on WSR!
Thanks for the memories and keep up the great work!
Mike and Jodie Schlobohn
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